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abstract

this report describes first year activities in developing a neural model of visually guided stepping hosted in a walking machine. work in the development of a neural cpg chip, as well as a a model of visually triggered gait modification is described.
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Abstract- This report describes first year activities in developing a neural model of visually guided stepping hosted in a walking machine. Work in the development of a neural CPG chip, as well as a model of visually triggered gait modification is described.
1. Introduction

The collaboration between The Johns Hopkins University and Iguana Robotics, Inc. has gotten off to a good start. In early July the PIs tested an aVLSI CPG chip by controlling a robotic leg running on a rotating drum. We were able to establish the basic functionality of the chip and show that it could be used in closed loop to control a simple leg. The results of this experiment are described in Section 2.

Secondly, we revised and prepared for publication an article for a special issue of Connection Science on the topic of Adaptive Robots. This article details a model of visually triggered gait modification. This article has been accepted for publication and should appear later this year in a special issue on adaptive robots.

Thirdly, administrative issues have been addressed and the subcontract agreement between The Johns Hopkins University and Iguana Robotics, Inc. has been completed.

Finally, at a meeting held at The Johns Hopkins University on August 22\textsuperscript{nd} and 23\textsuperscript{rd}, the PIs outlined plans for work until the end of this calendar year. The major points discussed are shown in Section 5.

Also worth mentioning is that our current work is drawing interest from researchers and neuromodelers. Avis Cohen at the University of Maryland is interested in the possibility of applying the neural chip technology in the restoration of function to paraplegics. The PIs have met with Professor Cohen several times since July to discuss the collaboration. Also of interest, Nicolas Schweighofer, a research scientist in Kawato’s lab at ATR in Japan has offered to adapt a model of cerebellar learning for use in the task of visually guided walking. We are optimistic that this collaboration will allow us test an established model of the cerebellum in the task of robot control.

2. Control of a robotic leg using a CPG

This project focused around the evaluation of a CPG chip previously designed and fabricated by the PIs. This project was carried out during the Telluride Neuromorphic Engineering Workshop. This work was done in collaboration with Avis Cohen, University of Maryland, and Mitra Hartmann, from the Bower lab at Caltech.
2.1. Objective

We achieved preliminary results in the control of a robotic leg using a custom aVLSI neural circuit. The long range intention is to integrate this chip with other chips to achieve the goal of visually triggered gait modification. Currently we are interested in evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of the current design.

The objective of this particular experiment was to:

1. Demonstrate an adaptive CPG modeled as in aVLSI.
2. To control the hip joint of a robot leg using the output of the CPG chip.
3. Use sensory feedback, emulating stretch receptors, from the hip joint to control the resetting of the CPG.

2.2. Physical Step-Up

![Diagram of the CPG chip]

Figure 1 On chip functions of the CPG chip.

In Fig 1 we see a diagram of the functions provided on the CPG chip. Two neurons are connected with mutually inhibitory connections. These connections enforce a basic coordination between the CPGs. These are non-spiking, graded response neurons with hard threshold non-linearities. These neurons can be reset by external signals.

These neurons are then used to drive spiking or bursting neurons. These neurons would be analogous to motor neurons. In the normal mode, bursts of activity alternate from these two neurons.
Figure 2. System diagram. A coupled pair of CPGs generate extensor and flexor commands. These commands are integrated in software and the resulting position command is used to drive the hip joint of the leg. Sensor output from the hip joint is used to reset the CPGs.

These neurons were then interfaced to a servo motor using a rudimentary muscle model. A diagram showing the connection to a robot leg is shown in Fig 2.

The leg also included sensors on the passive knee joint as well as a foot pressure sensor. These were used to measure the performance of the system. The only sensory feedback is from the muscle as is used to reset the CPG.

2.3. Results

An experiment was performed demonstrating the ability of the stretch reflex to stabilize the running. Some of the results are shown in Fig 3. Here we see that the stretch
reflex significantly stabilizes the gait of the robot.

Figure 3. Leg control results. (A) We see the effect of lesions the sensory feedback. The hip position of the leg drifts downward (indicating a backward drift) when sensory feedback is lesioned. (B) This graph shows that during lesions, the Hip and knee position versus time. In the regions colored in red, magenta and blue, we see that the trajectories appear very regular. In dark blue, black, and green, we see that the trajectories degenerate when the sensory feedback is lesioned.

We noted that in this particular chip, there was difficulty in adjusting the phase difference between the graded response neurons comprising the CPG.
Using this simple experimental setup we were able to evaluate the performance of the CPG chip. We demonstrated the ability to generate burst of spiking output, to drive a leg and to be controlled using sensory feedback.

An interesting result was that the knee could be driven passively by the dynamics of the interaction of the ground and forced transmitted from the upper limb. The graph in Fig 3 (B) shows the remarkably regular pattern between the knee and hip even though the knee joint is purely a passive joint.

Certain issues were identified in this chip. They center on the issue of parameter sensitivity. We found that certain parameters (such as the phase difference between the CPG) were much too sensitive to small variations in input parameters. As a result, it was impossible, for practical purposes, to adjust certain parameters of the CPG bursting. This problem will be addressed in the next iteration of the chip.

Other features of the chip include the ability to adjust the burst length (the duration of the spikes going to either extensor or flexor), the frequency of bursting (or the inter-spike interval).


The following paper has been accepted for publication in the Journal Connection Science:

“Elegant Stepping: A model of visually triggered gait modification.” M. Anthony Lewis and Lucia S. Simó. This paper will be published later this year.

Avis Cohen will present the work described in Section 2 at the 2nd European Workshop on Neuromorphic Systems (EWNS2) 3-5 September 1999 held in Sterling, Scotland.

4. Administrative

1. A subcontract agreement between Iguana Robotics, Inc. and The Johns Hopkins University was negotiated and signed on August 16th, 1999.

2. An account was setup at JHU for Etienne-Cummings
3. An organizational meeting was held at JHU on August 23\textsuperscript{rd} – 24\textsuperscript{th} to discuss the project organization and outline plans for the rest of the calendar year.

5. Plans for October 1\textsuperscript{st}-Dec 31\textsuperscript{st}

The objective for this quarter is to build create advance the current model of the visually triggered gait modification develop the hardware infrastructure needed to perform systematic experiments in a real system. Specifically:

1. A computer interface between existing neuromorphic chips and a computer system will be developed. This will allow the real-time transfer of data to a computer. The computer will then use this information in a real-time simulation.

2. A new CPG chip will be fabricated.

3. The simulation will be extended to include a more biologically realistic cerebellar model as well as using realistic synthetic visual data.

4. A leg of Geo III will be designed and fabricated.

5. A robot treadmill suitable for a small robot, will be purchased or developed. This will be a small treadmill that will allow a robot to walk on a continuous surface.

6. A miniature vergence (dual pan-tilt) device will be fabricated. This will be used as part of a system to measure distances to obstacles.